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Abstract
This paper presents our models for WNUT
2020 shared task2. The shared task2 involves
identification of COVID-19 related informa-
tive tweets. We treat this as binary text clas-
sification problem and experiment with pre-
trained language models. Our first model
which is based on CT-BERT achieves F1-score
of 88.7% and second model which is an ensem-
ble of CT-BERT, RoBERTa and SVM achieves
F1-score of 88.52%.
1 Introduction
As of September 07,2020 COVID-19 Coronavirus
infected 27.3M people and caused 887K deaths1.
Real time updates regarding the number of infected
cases and death cases is given in dashboards. These
dashboards make use of information from social
networking sites like twitter. As majority of the
tweets posted online are uninformative, it is neces-
sary identify the informative tweets which include
useful information related to recovered, suspected,
confirmed and death cases as well as location or
travel history of the cases.
The WNUT 2020 shared task2 involves identifi-
cation of informative tweets. We treat this as binary
text classification problem. Prior to 2018, most of
the text classification models are based on Con-
volutional Neural Network (CNN) or Recurrent
Neural Network(RNN). These models are shallow
in nature and cannot learn more informative fea-
tures from the input. Moreover as these models
are to trained from scratch, they require more num-
ber of training instances (Kalyan and Sangeetha,
2020a,b).
Recently pre-trained language models like BERT
(Devlin et al., 2019), RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019)
achieved significant improvements in many of the
natural language processing tasks (Qiu et al., 2020).
1https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/
BERT is a transformer encoder based language
model trained using 16 GB text corpus using lan-
guage modeling and next sentence prediction ob-
jectives. The 16GB text corpus includes 3.5B
words from Wikipedia articles and 0.8B words
from Books. BERT model is available in two
versions namely BERT-base (consists of 12 trans-
former encoder layers with 768 hidden vector size)
and BERT-large (consists of 24 transformer en-
coder layers with 1024 hidden vector size). As
BERT models are trained using generic less noisy
text corpus, these may not be effective for noisy
text like tweets. Moreover,these models don’t in-
clude any domain specific information. A common
strategy is to adapt BERT model to a specific do-
main is to further pre-train the model or train the
model from scratch using domain specific text.
In this paper, we propose two models to iden-
tify informative COVID-19 tweets. First model is
based on Covid-Twitter-BERT (CT-BERT) which
is a BERT-Large based model which is further
trained on 160M Corona virus related tweets
(Mu¨ller et al., 2020). Second model is ensemble
of CT-BERT, RoBERTa and SVM (Islam et al.,
2017). As CT-BERT is initialized from BERT-
large weights and further pre-trained on COVID
tweets, it has two advantages compared to BERT-
large which is pre-trained on generic less noisy
texts. First advantage is, CT-BERT includes do-
main as well as specific information and second ad-
vantage is, CT-BERT can better handle noisy texts
like tweets. Our CT-BERT based model achieves
F1-score of 88.87% and ensemble model achieves
F1-score of 88.52%
2 Methodology
2.1 Dataset and Pre-Processing
The dataset contains 20K tweets each of which is
labeled as 0 (uninformative tweet) or 1 (informative
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Label Training Validation Test
INFORMATIVE 3303 472 944
UNINFORMATIVE 3697 528 1056
Table 1: Original Split of Dataset
Label Training Validation
INFORMATIVE 3024 751
UNINFORMATIVE 3376 849
Table 2: After Splitting the Dataset
tweet) (Nguyen et al., 2020). The dataset is divided
into train, validation and test sets(Actual 2k test
tweets mixed with the 10K tweets), total test set
size 12K. The statistics of the original dataset is
reported in Table 1 and the dataset splitted into 80%
and 20% reported in Table 2.
As tweets are noisy in nature, we do the follow-
ing pre-processing steps
• remove unnecessary punctuation and non-
ASCII characters.
• standardize words with repeating characters
(e.g. coooool→ cool)
• replace emoji characters with their text de-
scriptions2
• replace interjection words with their meanings
(e.g. oww→ pain)
• replace contraction with full form (e.g., I’m
→ I am)
• replace twitter slang words with related words
(e.g., 2morrow→ tomorrow
2.2 Model Description
We treat the problem of identification of informa-
tive tweets as binary text classification. Following
the recent trend of using pre-trained language mod-
els in NLP, we propose models based on BERT and
RoBERTa.
Model-1 This model is based on COVID-Twitter-
BERT (CT-BERT). CT-BERT is initialized from
BERT-Large weights and further pre-trained on
160M Corona virus related tweets. As it is binary
classification, a fully connected sigmoid layer is
included on the top of CT-BERT. The entire model
(CT-BERT + fully connected sigmoid layer) is then
2We gather list of emojis and corresponding descriptions
from https://emojipedia.org/
Figure 1: Overview of Model-1
fine-tuned using the training dataset. The origi-
nal tweet is added with the special tokens [CLS]
and [SEP] and then tokenized using word-piece
tokenizer. The embedding of each token is ob-
tained by the summation of word-piece, position
and segment embeddings. A sequence of 24 trans-
former encoder layers is applied on these token
embeddings to get the final hidden state vectors.
Following , we treat et ∈ Rh the final hidden vec-
tor of [CLS] token as the representation of tweet.
Then, et is passed through fully connected sigmoid
layer to get the required label pˆ ∈ [0, 1](as shown
in figure 1).
et = CTBERT (tweet) (1)
pˆ = Sigmoid(W T et + b) (2)
Model-2 This model is ensemble of CT-BERT,
RoBERTa and TF-IDF with SVM. In this model
we used base model of Roberta and TF-IDF is used
for to extract the features from the tweets which
were used in the SVM. Each model is individually
trained using the training set. In case of CT-BERT
and RoBERTa, task-specific classifier layer having
fully connected sigmoid layer is added and the en-
tire model is fine-tuned. In case of SVM, the model
is trained using the tf-idf vectors of training tweets
and we use kernel as sigmoid. The final prediction
is obtained from the average of predictions of all
these models(as shown in figure 2).
Figure 2: Overview of Model-2
2.3 Evaluation Metrics
The model is officially evaluated using precision,
recall and F1-score metrics.
Precision =
Tpositive
Tpositive + Fpositive
Recall =
Tpositive
Tpositive + Fnegative
F1− Score = 2X Precision ∗Recall
Precision+Recall
2.4 Implementation Details
Task organizers provided training and validation
sets with labels . We merged both training and
validation set and split into 80% train and valida-
tion sets with 80% and 20% of instances. We set
batch size = 32, learning rate = 3e-5 and epochs=3
after doing random search over the hyperparame-
ter space. All our models are implemented using
tranformers library in PyTorch (Wolf et al., 2019).
3 Related work
Text classification is one of the core NLP tasks.
It involves assigning labels to text sequences like
phrases, sentences or documents. It has applica-
tions in various NLP tasks like sentiment analy-
sis, spam classification, abusive text detection etc
(Minaee et al., 2020). The use of deep learning
models for text classification started with using
models like Convolutional Neural Network or Re-
currrent Neural Network (Kim, 2014; Nowak et al.,
2017). These models are used on the top of word
embeddings. To over the issue of Out of Vocab-
ulary (OOV) words, char level CNN or RNN are
used (Zhang et al., 2015). As these models are shal-
low in nature and need to be trained from scratch,
it requires more number of training instances to
train these models. Recently, with the introduction
of deep pre-trained language models like BERT,
RoBERTa , there is no need to train the downstream
model from scratch. To adapt the model to down-
stream task, it is enough to add task specific layers
and fine-tune the model for few epochs (Devlin
et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019).
4 Results
Model F1 Score Precision Recall
CT-BERT 88.87 87.72 90.04
CT-BERT+
RoBERTa+
(TFIDF+SVM) 88.52 89.24 87.82
Table 3: F1-score, Precision, and Recall of proposed
models on Test data
To identify informative tweets related to Corona
virus, we experimented with two models. First
model is based on CT-BERT and second model
is an ensemble of CT-BERT, RoBERTa and SVM.
The results is reported in Table 3. CT-BERT based
model achieved F1-score of 88.87% and ensem-
ble model achieved F1-score of 88.52%. From
the Table 3, it is clear that CT-BERT based model
achieved slightly better results compared to ensem-
ble model.
5 Conclusion
In this work, we present our models to identify
COVID-19 related informative tweets. We treat
this as binary text classification problem. We pro-
pose two models based on pre-trained language
models for this task. Our model based on CT-BERT
achieved F1-score of 88.87%.
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